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Dynamic DNA nanotechnology enables construction of composable molecular reaction 
circuits made of short DNA oligonucleotides[1]. The core molecular reaction of the dynamic 
DNA nanotechnology is the DNA strand exchange reaction where multi-stranded DNA 
complexes exchange their strands. While most of the current DNA reaction circuits use 
toehold-mediated strand displacement reactions involving three-way branch migrations, 
alternative of four-way branch migration has the advantage of using two input toeholds for 
double recognition and being relevant to natural biological systems named Holliday junction. 
However, four-way branch migration is significantly slower than three-way branch migration 
as the migration of the junction requires simultaneous opening of two base pairs in different 
arms of the junction while the opening of a single base pair is sufficient in three-way branch 
migration[2].  

Here, we engineer the molecular mechanism of four-way branch migration by introducing a 
bulge at the DNA junction so that the opening of a single base pair is sufficient to induce 
migration of the branches by a half base pair. We show that the introduction of a bulge 
accelerates the DNA strand exchange reaction mediated via four-way branch migration. 
Fitting the data with a two-step reaction mechanism revealed that the branch migration 
reaction is faster in the presence of a bulge. An oxDNA simulation was used to confirm the 
acceleration of branch migration processes. The simulation also gave us additional insights 
on the effect of the bulge at the molecular level. Combined with the recently proposed 
chemical reaction network scheme only using two-stranded complexes, our method opens 
up the possibility of constructing composable DNA circuits based on four-way branch 
migrations that rival the speed of their three-way branch migration counterparts.  

 

Fig. 1. Accelerated four-way branch migrations by introducing a bulge. 5 nM of probe duplexes are 
mixed with higher concentrations of input duplexes. The fluorescence is normalized by the 
fluorescence of 5 nM Cy3. 
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